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I. 

The existence of deformed nuclei in the range 50 < Z < 82, 

50< N < 82 was first discovered experimentally in ref. /1/ and then 

proved in ref./2/, In ref.f3/ the nuclear equilibrium deformations in 

this region were calculated for positive deformation only and with 

no accouot of pairing correlations, without explicit introduction of 

the Coulomb energy. In ref./4/ the equilibrium deformations of the 

ground states of nuclei in this region were investigated in the frame

work of the model taking into account superconducting pairing corre

lations and the quadrupole-quadrupole interactions. It was shown 

that a number of the Ba isotopes may have negative equilibrium de

formation. The present paper aims to calculate the equilibrium defor

mations for the ground states of even-even nuclei in the range 

50 < Z < 82 and 50 < N < 82 and to investigate the dependence of 

the results on the methods of calculation and the choice of parame-

ters. 

II. 

'!'he energies &
0

( {3, y) of the ground states of even-even nuclei 

were calculated fm· the f3 -vulues frorn 0 to 0,5 and for the Y va-
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lues from 0° to 60° in the same way as in rer./5/ by the Bes-Szy

manski method /6/ improved in rer./7/ and by the Strutinskv method/a/. 

In the calculations by the Strutinsky method /8/ the total ener

gy of the ground state of an even-even nucleus is divided into the 

two oa.rts 

/h 0 ( {J ' 'Y ) • /h drop ( {J ' 'Y ) + /l/h ( {J ' Y ) ' ( ~) 

where lh d. ( {J , y ) is the energy in the liquide drop model, its pa-rop 

rameters are determined from the experimental data on nuclear mas-

ses. The shell correction 

ll/h ({J,y> • ll/h ( Z) + !l/h (N) 

consists of the proton and neutron parts ard 

where /hP 

/h ( Z) , /l/h{Z)./h 
p 

is determined below in (6), the averaged energy 

- A 
/h(Zl•fEg(E)dE _..., 

g(E) • ...!_. 1 • 1'::" --v-- l: exp { _ ( E - E ( v) 2 
V" y V ., ) 

'Y 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

and A is the chemical potential determined from the implicit equati
A 

on Z • f g(E) d E • The parameter y is close to the energy differen-
-oo 

ce between shells. 

In calculating by the Bes-Szymanski method the total energy 

may be represented in the form 

&o<fJ,y> • &P + &n + &o (5) 

where lbP , & n are the energies of the proton ard neutron systems, 
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;ti,~ 

lh 
0 

is the Coulomb energy of a uniformly charged ellipsoid. The 

ener~v of the proton system is 
2 

/hp • l: E ( v ) 2 v 
2 

v v 
..£R_ 

Gz 
(6) 

where the summation is performed over the average field one

particle levels, E ( v) is the one-particle energy, G ,. is the constant 

of pairing interactions in the proton system, C P is the correlation 

function, 2 v! is the proton density in the v state. 
For an axial-symmetric ellipsoid the Coulomb energy can be 

written in the form/9/ 

& ( f} -
0 

& ( 0} g ( f) ' 
0 (7) 

Ze 2 
where lh

0
(0} • 0.6 --,r- is the Coulomb energy of an uniformly charged 

sphere, ard 

(1 - 2;3 ()2
/

8 
(1 +1/3 f )

1
/

8 
1- 2/3 f 

g ( f) • f B -----=======;-
1+ 1/3 f - ..; 2 f - 1/3 f 

2 

for f > O and 

g (f) -

..; 2 f - 1/3 f !I 

( 1 -2/3 f >2
/

8 
( 1 + 1/3 f ) l/

8 

..; 1/3 f 
2 - 2 f 

arctg 

2 
..jl/3 f - 2 f 

1 + 1/3 f 

(a) 

( 8') 

for f < 0 • The deformation parameter f is introduced in ref./~0/, it 

is connected with the usually employed parameter fJ as follows 

3/2 v ~· {J -0.95 {J (1 - 0.32 {J). 
f - i'""S"'=:'' 

1 + 1/2 v 4,' {J 

The quadrupole moment for the ground state is 
2 

Q0 - ~ q vv 2 v ..... 

5 
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where qw is the diagonal matrix element of the quadrupole moment 

operator. 

III. 

Let us consid101r the parameters used, This problem is of espe

cial importance since the calculations of the properties of nuclei of 

the transition region are very sensitive to the choice of the parame -

ters, The calculations are based on the one-particle levels of the 

Newton potential /11/ which at )' == 0 ° transforms into the Nilsson po

tential with < f~ > term. In all our calculations for protons in the 

range 50 < Z < 82 we use the same scheme of levels which at y • o 0 '·' 

tut'ns into the scheme suggested in ref./12/ for the rare-earth region 

and on which calculations made in ref./13/ are basE:!d, 

For newtons in the region 50 < N < 82 we use three different 

schemes: Scheme I, at y .. 0 ° transforms into the scheme suggested 

in ref. /12/ for the rare-earth re_gion, 

'I'he scheme 2 at )' • 0 ° transforms into the scheme used in 

ref./13/ for the calCulation of the nuclear properties with the number 

of neutrons 58< N < 136, 

The extrapolation scheme for which the parameters were cho

sen· es follows: we took the potential parameters K and ll given in 

ref, 112
/ first for the region 126 < N ~ 184 with the centre N·155, then 

the parameters for the region 82 < N < 126 with the centre N•103 and 

extrapolated them 'linearly to the centre N .. 65 in the region 50 < N < 82, 

As a result we qbtained K •0,0638 and ll =0,49. 

The pairing correlation constants G N and G z were taken from 

ref/13/, their values were renormalized since the calculation was 

made with 24 one-particle levels ( GN A ·25 MeV, G z A •28.5 MeV). 

The stability of the results against small changes in G N and G z is 

investigated. It is shown that the changes in GN and G z within 

(5-10)% do not lead to a noticeable change of the equilibrium defor

mation parameters·. 
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IV. 

For the ground states of even-even nt.Aclei in the region 

50<2<82, so<N<82 the total energies &0 ( f3 ,y l are calculated as functi

ons of the deformation parameters f3 and )' and the equilibrium de

formations, f3 
0 

, y 
0 

are found. 'I'he calculations by the Bes-Szy

manski method are '1'Ja.de for schemes 1, 2 and 3, the calculations by 

the Strutinsky method are made for sche;ne I. 'I'he results obtained 

with and without the account of the Coulomb energy are analysed. 

Figs, 1-6 give the results obtained by the Bes-Szymanski method ac-

cording to scheme I, 

'!'he quadrupole moments calculated by eq.( 9) coincide prac

tically with those corresporrling to uniformly charged 

indicates to a self-consistent solution of the problem. 

ellipsoids what 

The results of calculations of the deformations corresponding 

to the energy minima &
0 

( f l at y • 0 ° denoted by t + and at y- 60 ° 
0 

denoted by t -;, are given in Figs. 1 and 2 in the form of contour 

maps. The values for f! arrl t; correspond to the two minima of 

the function 19
0
({3, y • 0 °) depending on f3, one at f3 >0 , the other at {3< 0 • 

The function of such a type is given in Fig. 5 for lll& Ba 

Fig, 3 gives the deformation energies & det ( f ;1 • & 0 (t,_ll) -& 0(i~l 
for the minima f ~ at y • 0 ° . It is seen that in the middle of the 

region the deformation energies are 8 MeV, what is close to those 

obtained in rer./5/ for nuclei of the middle of the regions 150 <A <190 

and A> 226. Most nuclei of the region considered have the deforma-

tion energy higher than 2 MeV. 
The function & o(f3,yl has one minimum, for some nuclei it lies 

at Y =0° for others at )' =60°. Fig.4 gives the difference of the de-

formation energies 

6.& def .&der<t;l -& def (t;i .. 6; 0 (t;;l -& 0 <t;il 

corresponding to the minima at y =0 ° and y =60°. The solid line 
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in Fig.4 corresponds to the case l).fi> det = 0. The positive value of 

!). & de r is denoted by G) and points out that the equilibrium shape 

of the corresponding nuclei is a prolate ellipsoid of rotation. To the 

negative values of /),. & def denoted by e there correspond nuclei 

having the shape of an oblate ellipsoid of rotation. It is seen from 

Fig.4 that there is a large number of nuclei the equilibrium deforma

tion of which is an oblate ellipsoid of rotation. 

Basing on the data of Figs. 1 and 2; the equilibrium deformation 

parameters t 0 or f3 0 can be found as follows, For a given nucleus 

the difference l).fi> det should be found from the curves of Fig.4. If 

!). & det > 0 then the equilibrium deformation is a prolate ellipsoid of 

rotation then the corresponding value of t ~ from Fig.1 determines the 

equilibrium deformation, Otherwise the equilibrium shape is an oblate 

ellipsoid and the corresponding value of f 
0 

is found from Fig.2. 

The contour maps of Fig.s 1-4 are calculated by the Bes-Szy

manski method with schemes 2 and 3, 'I'he calculations according 

to all the three schemes give similar results. Calculating according 

to scheme 2 one obtained somewhat larger ~deformation parameters 

t+0 and t -~ and higher deformation energies as compared to the 

scheme 2. The region with maximum deformation is shifted to smaller 

2 and N. 'I'he region of the negative values of !). & det on a plot 

similar to Fig.4 in the range 2=56- 60and Na66-74 was increase,d. 

-..In calculating with scheme 3 one obtained somewhat smaller 

parameters t~ and t ;· as compared to scheme I, the region of ma

ximum equilibrium deformations being somewhat shifted to larger 2. 

The region of nuclei with positive equilibrium deformations is essen

tially extended, The values of l).fi> det in the range 2=54-60, N=66-74 

were decreased and does not exceed in its absolute value 0,4 MeV. 

For the grow·n states of even-even nuclei the deformation 

energy of which is higher than 2 MeV, the parameter y
0 

is either 

0° or 60° i.e. all the deformed nuclei are axially svm~etric. 
In ref./14/ corrections to the nuclear total energy connected 

with the projection of the nuclear wave functions on the state with 

a fixed momentum I and its projection M were introduced, The account 
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of such corrections leads to a small increase of the deformation 

energy, retaining f3 o practically unaffected. 

v. 
Of most interest in the region considered are strongly neutron-

dct!ficient isotopes of xenon, cesium, barium, lanthanum, cerium and 

some others. 'I'he parameters of the equilibrium deformations and the 

deformation energies for nuclei from the transition regions are far more 

sensitive to the calculation methods and the choice of the parameters as 

comnared to stron~lv deformed nuclei. In this case it is imnortant to have re

sults independent of the calculation method and the choice of para-

meters and , in addition, to single out results corresponding to the 

best choice of the parameters. 

The result which is independent of the calculation method and 

the choice of the parameters for the nuclei considered appears to 

be the following: energy difference between minima, corresponding to 

a prolate and oblate ellipsoid of rotation is very small. 'This is the 

main difference in the behaviour of the function & 0 ( {3 , y ) for nuclei 

of a given region as compared to the behaviour of &0 <{3. Y) for nuclei 

in the region 150 < A < 190 and A> 226. 

Table I gives a small part of the results , for. a number of xe

non, barium, cerium and neodymium isotopes. 'I'he calculations are 

performed by schemes 1,2,3 by the Bes-Szymanski metl1od without 

and with the account of the Coulomb energy (denoted by NC and C respec

tively) and by the Strutinsky method (denoted by St.) • The deformation 

energies & der<t!) and the deformation energy differences l).fi> det are 

given in MeV. 
From Table I it is seen that the calculations by scheme 2 

give the most deep minima of the function & 0 <{3 ,y) and the largest 

values of I/),. & det I as compared to the calculations by schemes I and 

3. 'I'he account of the Coulomb energy leads to an increase in the 

deformation energy by 1-2 MeV and to an increase of the deformation 

parameters f "';, and t-;, by 0,04-0,08, It is also seen that for some 

nuclei all the results indicate that their equilibrium deformation is an 

oblate ellipsoid of rotation. 
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Let us compare the results obtained by the Bes-Szymanski 

method and the Strutinsky method. It is seen from Table I that the 

deformation er\ergies 5; det(E;J , 5; def(£ ~) calculated by the Strutinsky 

method are lower by 0.5-1,5 MeV as c-ompared to the1 Bes-Szyman

ski method. Vllhen going to the middle of the region 50 < N < 82, 

50 < Z < 82 this divergence increases, the deformation parameters 

calculated by the Strutinsky method are smaller by 0,02-0,05 than 

the £: values obtained by the Bes-Szymanski method with the 
- + account of the Coulomb energy. The £ 0+ and & def(t., ) values calcula-

ted by the Strutinsky method lie between the corres pending t 
0
+ 

and & det(t ~) values calculated by the Bes- Szymanski method 

with and without the account of the Coulomb energy. 

In ref./8/ it is indicated that the to and & det vaiues obtained 

by the Bes-Szymanski method depend on the conservation of the vo

lume of the nucleus. The analysis showed that in calculations by 

the Nilsson scheme with the term < e :J > /12/ the volume conservation 

condition is fulfilled better than in schemes without < fi:> /1°/. How

ever in the calculations by the Bes-Szymanski method it is difficult 

to take into account with sufficient accuracy the effect of the Coulomb 

energy and ensure volume conservation for the potential, containing 

the spin-orbital interaction. 

.... 

VI. 

For the ground states of even-even nuclei the total energy 

5; 
0 

( f3, y) is of the form similar to that represented in Fig.5 (the lo

wer solid curve) and in Fig.6 for I:JO Ba. The function 5; 0 <{3 ,y) b 

calculated by the Bes-Szymanski method taking into account the 

Coulomb energy. It is seen from F'igs.5 and 6 that the function <'i;0 ({3;y) 

has one minimum at fJ =-0.25 and y "'0° and the equilibrium defor-

mation of I :I& Ba is an oblate ellipsoid, The dependence & 
0

( {3 , )' ) 

given in F'~g.6 shows that there is a valley for f3 "-0.25 when y 

changing from 0 ° to 60 °. ( {3 < 0 corresponds to f3 > 0 a.nd y ,., 60 ~. 

10 

Therefore there is a smooth transition from the minima at y ... 0 ° to 

the minimum at y =60°, 

Nuclei of the region considered are characterized by a large 

softness with respect to )' -vibrations, the functions & 0 ( f3, y) change 

weakly and monotonously with Y changing from 0° to 60°, Therefore 

in studying rotational nuclear states in the region considered one 

should take into account the connection of rotations with gam'Tla vib-

rations. 

The small value of the difference 65; det for the ground states of 

even-even nuclei implies the possible existence of excited 

ticle states the equilibrium deformations of which differ 

from those in the ground states. Fif.5 gives the energies 

quasipar

stron_gly 

& ( p .p ) 
I :J 

of the two-quasiparticle excited states as a function of {3 • It is 

seen that UI&Ba in the ground and two-quasiparticle nn ( 523f , · 5321 

states is an oblate ellipsoid. The two-quasiparticle states with 

n n ( 523f , 4021 - 532t , 411+ ) and pp ( 4201' , 54If - 402f , 514t 

have positive equilibrium deformation corresponding to prolate ellip

soid, 

Thus, due to weak dependence of the function &
0 

(j3,y) on y 

in nuclei of the region considered two types of states may exist: 

some of them correspond to the prolate nuclear s.hape, th$ others 

to the oblate one • 

The electromagnetic transitions with the change. of the nuclear 

shape are hindered (though in this case the hindrance is not large) 

therefore the states of this kind may be c.Rlled shape isomers. 

An analogous situation takes place in other even- even nuclei 

as well as in odd and odd-odd nuclei. According to our calcula

tions the shape isomers may exist for a number of isotopes of Xe , 

Cs, Ba, La, Ce and others. Their experimental observation is of 

great interest. 

:1.1. 
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Tab 1 e I 

Deformation Parameters &! , Deformation Energies~.tq.{t~) (in MeV) 
and Deformation Ellergy Deference 6!~ (in MeV) 

C:ro"home J N u c 1 e i Scheme I 8cheme 2 --~-

1 

l').oX 

'If e."' 

ll.l. X 
S"'l e" 

l:l.l{x 
r1f e 1-o 

).(, 

s11 X en 

NC C St NC c 

2 3 4 __ 5 6 ? 

£'; 

!Je;(£;) 
f~ 

/.Jlj-(£!) 

l.)lJ~ 

f~ 

{tle;(f..j 
[~ 

• 
IJif{~:J 

1). !Jlf 

fo 

!c~Q,a;) 

£t 
-fJ_q;{£!) 

..AaJ'+ 

0,17 

0.6 

0.11 

0.2 

-0.4 

0.16 

0.6 

0.10 

0.2 

-0.4 

e.14 

0.5 

0.10 

0.2 

-0.3 

f; 0.11 

~~~1cr.;; 0.2 

£! 0.10 

-itltfCH) o.1 

/!) l.kt -0.1 

0,24 

1.9 

0.25 

1.6 

-0.4 

0.22 

1.9 

0.21 

1.3 

-0.6 

0.21 

1.5 

1.18 

1.0 

-0.5 

0.17 

0.9 

0.15 

0.7 

-0.2 

0,19 0.18 0.25 

1.0 1.3 2.8 

0.15 0.15 0.25 

0.6 0.6 2.1 

-0.4 -0.7 -0.7 

0.20 0.18 0.24 

1.1 1.4 2.9 

0.14 0.15 0.22 

O.? o.8 2.0 

-0.4 -0.6 -0.9 

0.17 0.17 0.23 

0.9 1.2 2.5 

0.13 0.14 0.19 

O.? 0.8 1.8 

-0.2 -O.'t- -0.7 -
0.1;; 0.14 0.20 

0.6 o.a 1.8 

0.15 0.12 0.16 

0.5 0.6 1.5 

-0.1 -o.z -0.3 

-c -
L 
0.23 

1.9 

0.24 

2.0 

+0.1 -
0.22 

1.9 

0.22 

1.? 

-0.2 
L-

0.20 

1.6 

0.18 

1.2 

-0.4 
--
0.17 

1.0 

0.15 

0.9 

-0.1 

to he continued 
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1 2 } 

c; o.2o 

J~'l ~(£.j 1.4 

s:,Ba..u c: o.17 

t.l' 

-ftllfCS:) o.8 

~ ltll.f -o.6 

~: 0.18 

--fl·f f&.:) 1.1 

>,!3c...,.() f~ 0.15 

~tlefl£!} O.? 

A iJ.ef -o.4 

~:;, 0.14 

12'3 -f,;ty~;;j O.? 

:;,8C<.1-2. (~ 0.14 

ellfl£~J 0.5 

A -fok{ -0.2 

E; 0.11 

tlo {J"f.{f.;) 0.3 

s./34-H ~! 0.10 

---itllf{f.~) 0.2 

61J~; -0.1 

4 

0.26 

3·3 

0.26 

2.8 

-0.5 

0.25 

2.9 

0.22 

2.2 

-0.? 

0.23 

5 

0.24 

2.0 

0.22 

1.6 

0.4 

0.22 

1.? 

0.1? 

1.4 

-0.3 

0.18 

2.0 1.3 

0.19 OJ'1 

1.6 1. 2. 
I 

-0.4 - 01 i. 

0.18 0.13 

1.0 0.7 

0.15 0.15 

1.0 0.? 

0 0 

14 
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0.21 

2.3 

0.18 

1.5 

-0.6 

0.20 

2.0 

0.16 

1.5 

-0.5 

0.1? 

? 

0.2? 

4.4 

0.26 

3.6 

-0.8 

0.26 

4.0 

0.23 

3.1 

-0.9 

0.25 

8 

0.25 

3.3 

0.25 

3.2 

-0.1 

0.25 

2.9 
0.22 

2.5 

-0.4 

0.23 

1.4 3.1 2.1 

0.15 0.20 0.18 

1.2 2.5 1.8 

-0.2 -0.6 -0.3 

0.14 0.20 0.18 

0.9 2.0 1.1 

0.13 0.16 0.15 

0.8 1.? 1.2 

-0.1 -0.3 +0.1 

to be continued 
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~; 0.21 

':ac. i't~'la;J 1.a e.,o 
>I £'+0 0.18 

13-0 

sBCe,.2. 

--!ltf{~t) 

A !J.Qf 
-z; 

1.4 

-o.4 

0.18 

ft~R1ttt;) 1.2 

£~ 0.15 

-fdlft£:) 1.0 

A !J~ -0.2 

~; 0.13 

IJ2c tl~t(£;) 0.6 

st e.., z.~ o.14 

I)).N) 
bO H. 

ilct {f.~} 0.5 

tllJ6f -o.1 

i; 0.19 

l'tli.f{f.;} 1.6 

f;" 0.18 
" 

~'*I£!) 1.5 

6 !J'+ -0.1 

4 

0.28 

4.1 

0.26 

3.6 

-0.5 

{).26 

3.0 

0.22 

2.6 

-0.4 

0.22 

1.8 

0.18 

1.? 

-0.1 

0.28 

3.9 

0.26 

3.? 

-0.2 

5 

0.25 

2.5 

0.22 

2.3 

-0.2 

0.22 

1.8 

0.1? 

1.8 

0 

6 

0.22 

2.8 

0.20 

2.2 

-0.6 

0.20 

2.1 

0.1? 

1.8 

-0.3 

? 

0.28 

5.2 

0.26 

4.6 

-0.6 

0.28 

4.2 

0.23 

3.6 

-0.6 

0.18 0.16 0.25 

1.1 1.3 2.9 

0.15 0.15 0.20 

1.2 1.3 2.6 

o. 1 0 -0.3 

:1,5 

0.25 0.21 0.29 

2.4 2.6 5.2 

0.24 0.19 0.26 

2.6 2.4 4.8 

0.2 -0.2 -0.4 

8 

0.2? 

4.0 

0.25 

3.8 

-0.2 

0.25 

3.1 

0.21 

2.8 

-0.3 

0.22 

1.9 

0.18 

1.9 

0 

0.2? 

4.0 

0.24 

3.8 

-0.2 
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Fig,1, Contour map for the equilibrium parameter _f! as a function 
of the number of neutrons N and protons z. The numbers along 
the curves give the f! values, 
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Fig.2, Contour map for the deformation parameter f ~ as a function 
of the number of neutrons N and protons z. The numbers along 
the curves give the f ; values. 
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Fig.3. Equipotential curves fot· the defmmation energy 
5, (E+) =6 (teO) -G (E+) 
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at E! > 0 as a function of the nwnber of neutrons N and protons 
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Fig.4. Equipotential curves for the energy difference 

&& del • & der<t!) - &der<t;;i •&o<r;> -& 0<t!l 
as a function of the number of neutrons N and protons z. 
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Fig. '5, Behaviour of the total energy of the ground and three two
quasiparticle states of neaa (in Mev) as a function of the de-
formation parameter {j from fj •0,4 to fj ·-0.4 at y.oo , 
F'or the two-quasiparticle states quantum numbers N_u,.A l: 
are given on the right for y • 0° on tl:le left at ~ < t>, which 0 • ,., 

corresponds to {j> 0, y ·60 , 
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Fig,6, Behaviour of the total energy lf, (fj, y) (in Mev) for · 118 
Ba as 

a function of Y at fJ 0 • 0, 25, 
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